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– Schober’s test 
CNT sensor 
– Designing the sensor 
– Testing the sensor 
Carbon black sensor testing 
– Designing the sensor 
– Testing the sensor 
– On-body application 
Future Work 
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measurement is 20 cm 
  

















Carbon black loaded 
sensor 




Production of the CNT sensor 
Carbon nantotube integrated Spandex 
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Linear actuator set-up 
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15 cm 



















Coating with paralyene 





• Overlap still 
present 
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Production of the sensors 
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y = 369.97x + 325686 
R² = 0.9925 
y = 1146x + 260777 
R² = 0.9928 
y = 1331.3x + 213072 
R² = 0.999 
y = 1955.8x + 231992 
R² = 0.972 
y = 582.84x + 115452 



























    
On Body Attachment 
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Future Work 
• Further testing of Smartex sensors 
• Shimmer integration for on-body 
testing 
• Clinical Trials 
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1 2 3 
y = 0.0154x - 0.1743 
R² = 0.9992 
y = 0.0104x + 0.0407 
R² = 0.9821 
y = 0.0135x - 0.0997 
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